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1. General ｒ ｾ ｭ ｡ ｲ ｫ ｳ

At the IIASA Planninr: Conferenceon IntegratedIndustrial

Systems (lIS) and Computer Systems (CS) and in the Survey

Report "C;omputer" Aided Design" (CAD) it wag emphasisedthat

CAD could Le a fruitful field for study at IIASA.

It was recommendedthat CAD should be supportedboth by

the lIS Project and the CS Project. While the lIS Project

deals vii th problems of rationalizationof the design, planning

and control of production, the CS Project is concernedwith

ｰ ｲ ｯ ｢ ｬ ｾ ｔ Ｚ Ｑ Ｓ of computernetworking.

CAD is connectedwith both the lIS and the CS Project8

｢ ･ ｣ ｡ ｵ ｳ ｾ CAD is a method for Ｓ Ｐ Ｑ ｶ ｩ ｮ ｾ problems occurring in

indu3trial systemsty the utilization of the computer and

i ts ｰ Ｈ ｬ ｾ Ｓ ｩ ｴ Ｇ ｩ 1 i ｴｩＧＮｾｳ for man-machinedialo€;ue systems. 'I'his is

not GL :iefinit.ion of CAD but chows its main topic. From ｴ ｨ ｩ ｾ

point of vi ew, it wuuld Lp useful not to restrict the Si)-

callL',J "computer-aidL·..l-desir,n-tcchniquc"to the ､ ･ ｳ ｩ ｾ ｮ

pr0cessonly tut to alea include the other processesof

industrial systems, i.e. ｰ ｬ ｡ ｮ ｮ ｩ ｮ ｾ processes,control pro-

cessesand production prOCf?sses.

In conformity wit.t1 the principles of IIASA it is

recomm0ndedthat invcstilT,ations in the field of computer-

aidlJu ､ ･ ｳ ｩ ｾ ｮ be extendedto all proces;:;esrelevant to lIS.

Therewith the cGnceptionof CAD is ｾ ･ ｮ ･ ｲ ｵ ｝ ｩ ｺ ｡ ､ and ｾ ｵ ･ ｳ

beyond ｩ ｴ ｾ oririnal ｲ ｷ ｲ ｬ ｔ ｬ ｩ ｮ ｦ ｾ Ｎ CAD is Ｈ Ｚ ｯ ｮ ｾ ｩ ､ ･ ｲ Ｈ ｊ ､ now as a

ｭ･ｴｨｯｾ fer ｳ ｯ ｬ ｶ ｩ ｮ ｾ ｰ ｲ ｯ ｢ ｬ ｣ ｾ ｳ by utilization of Man-computer

inter::ction.

I\. nuribe r' of nati 'Jnal and internatiana] inst i.t ution3 ｡ ｲ ｾ

｡ ｬ ｲ ･ ｾ ､ ｶ ｷ ｇ ｲ ｫ ｩ ｾ ｾ in ｾ ｨ ･ field of ｾ ａ ｄ Ｎ A lot of literature,

･ ｘ ｊ Ｎ ｬ ｾ ｲ ｩ ･ ｮ ｣ ･ and viewpoinU; are in existence. Our viewpoint

is the followlnr:-
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In the investigations ｡ ｮ ｾ ｩ ｮ optimization of the processes,

the methods used for oroblem solving should have the

highest priority. This means that it is ｮ ･ ｣ ･ ｳ ｳ ｾ ｲ ｹ to

find out first of all the methods by which the practical

problems are to be solved.

To support these activities, some r,eneral stratehiesand

general methods have to be preparedfor developingor

analyzing the methods to be used for problem solving in

industrial processes.

Based'on these methods for problem solvinr, in industrial

processes,efficient means have to be applied and

adaptedto reach the optimal objectives. One of these

means will be any version of the computer.

These means have to be preparedin such a way that a

broad range of utilization can be reached,

Therefore, in accordancewith the ｉ ｉ ａ ｾ ａ strategy, the inves-

tigations should be oriented towards finding out how the

work in industrial systems is to be done and which methods

and means should be preparedto support this work. We are

of the opinion that CAD, in its larger senseas a computer-

aided technique, could be one of the most powerful means in

solving problems in industrial systems. Therefore, it is

necessaryto combine the investigationof industrial systems'

processeswith the application and adaptationof the

technique which ｢ ｲ ｩ ｮ ｾ ｳ these processesto a real optimum.

The main topics of this working paper are:-

1. To ｲｯｵｾｨｬｹ characterizethe main processesof industrial
systemsby their essentialfeatures.

2. To point out the possibilities of rationalizationof

the main processesof industrial systems - first of

all by utilization of computers.

3. To sketch some methodologicalaspectsof analysis and
synthesisof ｩ ｮ ､ ｵ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｾ Ｇ ｡ ｬ processes.



4. To recommendproblems that could be investigatedin
IIASA in connectionwith the rationalizationof lIS

by utilization of computers.

5. To investigate the role of CAD techniquesas a tool
for the integration of industrial processes.

The main objective of this working paper is to explain

the problems and to fix the limits of the area to be dis-
cussedat the CAD conferenceat IIASA in November 1974.
We shall not describehere state-of-the-artreports or
solutions to the problems but will only point out the
direction of possible researchand various ideas which will
be explained in some papers presentedat the conference.

2. Characterizationof the Main Processesin Industrial
Systems

To find a basis for explaining the ideas about an
extensionof CAD, we first of all have to describe the

subject we want to deal with - the processesin industrial
systems - in a very simple way. The main processesof
industrial systems are:

Planning processes;

Realizationprocesses,-
design processes

production processes;
Control processes.

Fig. 1 shows a very simple version of the relationship that
exists between these processeswhen a certain product is to
be manufactured.

In the following sub-chaptersthe main processesof

industrial systemswill be roughly characterizedby their

essentialfeatures. In ､ ｯ ｩ ｮ ｾ this, the main task is to
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e3timate which of the part processesconsist essentiallyof

really creative work and how far it is possible to formalize

certain of them in order to form a basis for the utilization

of computersor other means.

In addition to these main processessome auxiliary

processesexist, e.g. transportationprocesses,the dis-

position of material, but these will not be consideredhere.

2.1 Design Processes

A dp.sign processis the sequenceof all actions taken in

inventinr, a product and in ､ ･ ｳ ｣ ｲ ｩ ｢ ｩ ｮ ｾ the ideas in a form

suitable for manufacture.

In designingproducts the following three problem com-

ｾ ｬ ･ ｸ ･ Ｓ have to be solved:

(I) Specificationof the problem

Within this complex the desir:ner has to define and
to specify the problem in cooperationwith the

employer. From this ari3es the functional descrip-

tion of the designingproblem.

(2) Determinationof the solution

Within this complex the following actions have to

be carried out dependingon the problem to be
solved:

determinationor selectionof the solution

principle;

carrying out calculations,estimationsand

evaluations;

making decisions
(discussionof solution variants and selection
of the optimal solution variant);

preparationof principal drawinp,s.
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The sequenceof actions to be carried out ｷ ｩ ｾ ｨ ｩ ｮ this
complex dependsto a large degree on the design
problem to be solved. As a result one gets a
structural de::;cl'iption of the design problem•

. (3) Documentationof the solution

vlit!1in this complex the solution determinedupon has

to be presentediri a form suitable as the basis for

production, for openine operation and for. main-
tennnc6. Dependingon tho problem, the following

actions have to be carried out within this complex:

elaborationof drawings or circuit diagrams;

elaborationof lists (work sequencelists, parts.
lists, data carrier for the documentation);
elaborationof data carrier for manufacturing;
elaborationof data carrier for starting the
operation, maintenanceand diagnosis.

'I'he ｾｏＺＮＮｬｬ or the rationnlization of desip"n Drocessesshould
be to carry out the three problem complexesas far as possible
by means of computers. In the first instancethis dependson
how far it is possible to formalize the single processes,i.e.
how big a part of really creative work is in them. Beyond

that, the concernedfield of application has to be scientifi-
cally preparedto a sufficient degree that systematicalmethods,
or at least heuristical methods, are available for the single

processes.

The portion of creative and formalizable work is very
different in these three complexes. In solving problem

complex (1), i.e. in specifying the design problem, the main
part of the work has a creative character. Only a small
part seems to be formalizable.

In ｳ ｯ ｬ ｶ ｩ ｮ ｾ problem complex (2), i.e. determinationof
the solution, one must establishwhether the solution principle
is known or not. If it is known, then it is possible to
largely ｦ ｣ ｲ ｾ ｡ ｬ ｩ ｺ ･ the actions; if it is not known, then
developmentor researchwork has to be carried out first.
This ｾ ｯ ｲ ｫ consist3mainlyof creative components.
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In principle, the problem complex (3), i.e. documentation
or tho 301utjon, can ｾ ｬ Ｓ Ｐ be ｬ｡ｲｾ･ｬｹ formalized.

'7'he extent to which the work within the three problem

complexes can be formalized indeed dependson the degree of

scientific processinfof the field of application. ｾ ｨ ･ aim

should be to develop either systematicalor heuristic reethods,

in ｷ ｨ ｩ ｾ ｨ certain elementsof intuitive approachare combined

with systematicalmethods for partial processes.

2.2 Production Processes

The production processis the sequenceof all activities to

be carried out in the course of actual manufacture of the

technj.cal objectwhich has been invented in the design process.

':'i1is ｲ Ｎ Ｂ ｾ ｡ ｮ Ｂ that thf' nroduct:i.on orocess is reorescntC'd ﾷ ｾ ｓ a

ｾｲ･｡ｴ many technologicaloperations,to be·done in the

sequencedescribedin the technical documentation. These

technical ｯ ｰ ｾ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ arc either to be done by human beings
themselvesor by machines or instruments.

'I'he desien processis to be interpreted as ,an information

processingprocess, i.e. only information (inventions, des-

criptions, mathematicalmodels, etc.> is to be handled.

However, the production processis a material and ･ ｾ ･ ｲ ｧ ｹ pro-

cessinp;process. This is the main difference betweenthe

two ｰ ｲ ｯ ｣ ｃ Ｚ ｾ ｇ ﾷ Ｎ ﾷ ｊ Ｎ

In the same way as the ､ ･ ｳ ｩ ｾ ｮ process is supervisedby

a control process,the production is also controlled by such

an information processingprocess. In this paper we only

deal with information processesand their rationalization

and not with material or energy processes; therefore, the

only possibility of altering this production processis by

altering the supervisory information processeswhich control

the production processes.
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The production processmay be divided into the ｦ ｯ ｾ ｬ ｯ ｷ ｩ ｮ ｧ

classes:

continuous processes;

non-continuousprocesses;

batch processes.

Another possibility of classifying the production process

is the following:

individual production of one part;

mass production of a medium number of parts;

mass production of a large number of parts.

ｄ ･ ｰ ･ ｮ ､ ｩ ｮ ｾ on these different kinds of production processes,

different aspectshave to be consideredin the design, planning

and control processes.

2.3 Planning Processes

ｐ ｬ ｡ ｮ ｮ ｩ ｮ ｾ is the processof preparinr, a set of decisions

for action in the future, directed at achieving goals by

optimal ｭ ･ ｡ ｮ ｳ ｾ Ｏ Ｎ In this sense,planning itself is a decision

process.

The aim of the planninr, is to define an optimal sequence

of operationsto be carried out in the future. Thereby, the

following optimization criteria can be taken into considera-

tion:

less demand of material;

less demand of energy;

less demand of manpower;

less production time;

less production costs;

high quality of the products;

optimal inventory;

optimal utilization of the machines.

*/ P.A. Lyden and E.G. Miller: Planning Programming
Budgeting: A Systems Approach to Management.
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In this sense,planning is a multi-goal problem.

Optimization has to be carried out by ｲ ｡ ｮ ｾ ｩ ｮ ｧ the criteria

using priorities or weight coefficients and by taking into

account certain restrictions, ･ Ｎ ｾ Ｎ in resourcesor man-

power. In connectionwith optimization, a suitable choice

of the planning periOd is of ｾ ｲ ･ ｡ ｴ importance. The

longer the period chosen for planning, the higher the

rate'of optimization. On the other ｨ ｡ ｮ ｾ Ｌ the lonper the

planning period, the higher the probability of deviation

between the planned and actual processes.

ｄ ･ ｳ ｩ ｾ ｮ planning and production planning are of
interest in rp1ation to this paper. As the desir,n planning

mainly refers to ｲ ｯ ｵ ｾ ｨ estimates,one can only ｾ ･ ｴ

approximatepredictions on the ､ ･ ｳ ｩ ｾ ｮ process itself.

The desirn ｰ Ｑ ｒ ｮ ｮ ｩ ｮ ｾ chiefly consistsof ｣ ｲ ｾ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｶ ･ C0m-

ponents.

In ｰ ｲ ｯ ､ ｵ ｣ ｴ ｾ ｯ ｮ ｰ Ｑ ｡ ｮ ｮ ｩ ｮ ｾ Ｌ rour,h1y ｳ ｰ ｰ Ｎ ｡ ｫ ｩ ｮ ｾ the follow-
ing main steps have to be ｣ ｡ ｲ ｲ ｩ ･ ｾ out:

(1) Determinationof the objects to be ｮ ｲ ｯ ｾ ｵ ｣ ･ ､ and

developmentof a master ｳ ｣ ｨ ･ ｾ ｵ Ｑ ･ for their

production;

(2) Establishmentof the material and manpower

requirementsimplicit in the masterschedule;

(3) Scheduleof work ｡ ｳ ｳ ｩ ｾ ｮ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ Ｓ at the various
process locationz.

While in step (1) mUch creative work has to be done, the

work in steps (2) and (3) is widely forma1izab1e.

If we consider investigatingthe different types of

industrial processes,･ Ｎ ｾ Ｎ continuous, non-continuousand

batch processes,different aspectsin planning have to be
taken into account. The manner in which the planning has

to be carried out also dependsto a Ｑ｡ｲｾ･ ､ｰＮｾｲ･｣ on whether

it is individual or mass production.
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2.4 Control Processes

The control of industrial processesrefers to two aspects:

(1) Giving instructions according to the plan;

(2) Permanentcomparisonof the operationscarried

out with the points given in the plan.

If deviations occur between the plan and the operations,then

a correction in the processmust be made by alterinr, some

inputs or processparameters. If the deviations are so big
that the optimum support calculatedin planning requires

too much additional means or resources,then a correction

in the plan itself can be necessary. In this sensethe

control of industrial processeshas an adaptive character.

The control of industrial processesincludes both

management(i.e. control by man) and automatedcontrol
(i.e. control by technical means, ･ Ｎ ｾ Ｎ by control units or

｣ ｯ ｲ ｮ ｰ ｵ ｴ Ｈ ｾ ｲ ｳ Ｉ Ｎ Our erforts j n the investigationof inter;rated

industrial systemsshould be directed at replacing as far

as possible manar,ementby automatedcontrol.

In most cases control processesin industrial systems

are hierarchically structured (multi-level, multi-goal

systems). Mainly in the lower levels the control processes

are largely formalizable, whereas in the upper levels

creative work dominates. This is the reasonWhy automated

control devicps can presently be found predominantly in the

lower levels.

'3. Rationctlization, f.utomation, Computer-Aided'i'echniquesand

Integratio'1

3.1 The aims of these activIties

To optimize industrial systems, the processeshave to

be arrangedin such a way to obtain at least e.g. a decrease

in costs, a decreasein manpower, a decreasein production

time, or an improvement in the quality of the products.
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There are two main directions we have to consider:

(1) To alter and optimize existing industrial systems.
or part processesin these systems. In this case
it is necessaryto change the running of the pro-
cess without ｩ ｮ ｴ ･ ｲ ｲ ｵ ｰ ｴ ｩ ｮ ｾ the production.

(2) To optimize the design of a new plant before it
is built up. Here it is possible to considerand
realize all the processesas a unit from the very
beginning.

These ｡ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｶ ｾ ｴ ｩ ･ ｳ for the optimization of industrial
systems can be divided into three classes: rationalization,
automation and the use of computer-aidedtechniques.

(1) Rationalizationof industrial systems

As rationalizationwe will designatethe increaseof
efficiency by improving the structureof a systemor the
sequenceof a process. In rationalizing an industrial system
it is nct absolutely necessaryto utilize a computeror
other automatic device.

(2) Automation of industrial systems

Automation is the complete replacementof human work by
technical devices, such as control devices, switching circuits
or computers. An ｡ｵｴｯｭｾｴ･､ process is ｳ ･ ｬ ｦ Ｍ ｡ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｮ ｾ Ｎ

(3) Computer-aidedtechniquesin indus.trial systems

In utilizing computer-aidedtechniquessome parts of a
problem-solvingprocessare carried out by a computer, others
by a person. A high level form of computer-aidedtechniques
is a dialogue system betweenman and computer.

In order to rationalize or automatizea processor to
utilize computer-aidedtechniques,it is necessaryto have
enough information about the processitself and about the
theoreticalmeans and methodologicalmethods)which can be
used to alter and optimize this process.and to have sufficient
knowledge of the possibilities of computer techniques. The
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first item is the subject of Chapter 3.2 (Methodology of
analysis and synthesisof industrial processes),and

Chapter 3.3 (Computer hardware and software) deals with
the secondone.

Based on these methods and computationalmeans, a
derivation of problems to be solved will be possible.

At present, rationalization, automation, and utiliza-
tion of computer-aidedtechniquesare mostly carried out
with respect to one process,i.e. either with respect to
the design process,to the planning processor to the
control process. In this way several optimization processes

are solved independentof each other, so one cannot expect
to .. get t he total optimum of the industrial process. To do
this, it is necessaryto take into account to a larger
degree the influence between these processeswhich" is
directed to the integration of industrial systems.

Integration in industrial systemsrequires a unified
way of thinking and unified techniques ｡ ｾ ､ technologiesin

;

computer application (languages,data structures,data
banks). In this connectionit would be of interest to
distinguish the kinds and stepsof integration and the factors
by which the bounds of useful integration are determined.

3.2 Methodology of Analysis and Synthesisof Industrial

Processes

A computer can only carry out actions or operations

which are forma1izab1e. If a computpr is to be applied in
any industrial process,we at first should analyze the
processand try to separatethe formal logic work from the
truly creative work, in order to be able to utilize the
computer as much as possible.

The analysis of industrial processesshould be carried
out in two directions:
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(1) Analysis of man's problem solving logic in

design processes,planning processesand control
processes;

(2) Analysis of the function, structure and pro-

perties of the objects of processesin industrial
systems, in order to recognize the set of

information which has to be worked out through
these processes.

Both directions have to be seen as one unit.

The objects of processesin industrial systems are the
results of creation and representationof technical products

and/or actions in these systemswithin different levels of

abstraction.

One step in the direction of integration of the different
processesin industrial systems can be taken by building up a

unified systemof representationand descriptionof objects

manipulatedin the processesand of the processesthemselves.

Therefore, it is necessaryto analyze the objects and

the processes,to find out their structure :md function and
to investigatetheir relationship to the environment. In

this connectionmodelling problems play an important role.

The essentialtheoretical foundation for' the analysis

and synthesisof objects and processesis given by:-

systemstheory;
ｩ ｮ ｦ ｯ ｲ ｲ ｮ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｭ theory;

automatatheory;

ｾ ｯ ｮ ｴ ｲ ｯ Ｑ theory;
game theory.

The aims of this investigationof the ｰ ｲ ｯ ｣ ･ ｾ ｳ ･ ｳ in

industrial systems and of the structure and function of

objects are:

to recognize common features in different industrial
processes;

to synthesizenew processes;
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to find out new possibilities for rationalization
and application of computers

to find out starting points for integrationof
part processes

to support the application of unified mathematical

methods for modellinr, and optimization in this
•

field.

3.3 Computer Hardware and Software

In the same way as the formalization of processeswill
be possible, so will the application of computers be
feasible. In industrial processesthe formalization of
processeswill be possibleonly to a certain extent.
Therefore, it is necessaryto link man and computer to a
unified system in order to solve the problems in an inter-
active way, supportedby the new kind of man-machine

system. Hence it follows that some demandson software,
hardware and user-organizationof man-machinesystems have
to be realized. These requirementshave to be deduced
from the total process in industrial systems (design pro-

cess, planning process,control process,production

process).

Nowadays the application of computers in this area is
in general only directed at particular parts of the total
process. But we should aim at the application of computer

techniquesas a means of integrating these partial solutions
and of finding out a good;way of improving the processesin

industrial systems. One way is to use an inteerated

computer systems.

3.3.1 Structuresand features of the hardware

The fundamental requirementsof computer hardware have

to be derived from the structure and organizationof the use
of this CAD system. In the field of industrial systemsit

must be possible to activate and to use the CAD system from

different decentralizedplaces. This requires the construc-
tion of a network of terminals, connectedto the central
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computer. The requirementsof these terminals have to be
derived from the representationand amount of information to

be used in the processof communicationbetween man and
machine. The level of intelligence this terminal must
possessis decided by the necessaryinformation processing.

-
The realization of such a network for CAD requires a

suitable central processorhaving such properties as time-
sharing, multiprocessing,realtime, etc. and a lot of
terminals having more or less their own computing capacity.

The. peripheralsare divided into two categories:

a-numerical and graphical units for communication
between man and computer (planning and control pro-
cessesuse mainly a-numerical units, design processes
use graphical units).

units for communicationbetween computer and direct
controlled working systems (NC-machines,supervisor
systems in production, etc.).

There are a lot of demandson this computernetwork, e.g.
reliability, minimum error-rate, security against unauthorized
changing, manipulatingor accessinginformation, efficiency

and economics.

3.3.2 Representation,transportation,processingand storage

of information in computer networks

The representationand description of information to be
processedin this network dependson the structure and kind
of information to be found in the area of application. The
algorithms for manipulating the information, for input-
output, for transportation,for storageand retrieval of
information, have to be basedon this representationof the

information. There is a complex of basis software and a
complex of problem oriented software for solving these
problems. The latter. is based on the basic software.

Two complexesof problems are of interest:

elaborationof a unified descriptionsystem for the
problem-relatedinformation. There is an internal
and external description system closely related to
one another;
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elaborationof suitable languagesto support the

constructionof both the system of basic software

and the problem-orientedsoftware packar,es.

The unified descriptionsystem contains all kinds of
objects, in particular:

functional descriptionof technical objects and
processes

geometric-structuraldescriptionof technical objects

descriptionof operationsin production processes

descriptionof operationsin planning processes

descriptionof operationsin control processes,etc.

This unified description system comprisesboth the
descriptionof the elementsand the hierarchical structure

of the objects.

The aim of integration is to create a relationship

between the descriptionsof the 'objects of the different
partial processes(design, planninr" control, production)

which enablesthe exchangeof information between these

partial processeswithout translationof the description

of the object into another description system.

A main topic is the,'representationof the geometry of

technical objects. To do this, it is necessaryto have a

special system for description and manipulation of 2-or 3-

dimensional objects.

An approachof representing3nd ､ ･ ｳ ｣ ｲ ｩ ｢ ｩ ｮ ｾ objects on

the basis of the systemsconcept is possible. In connection

with computer application it is necessaryto extend this

concept in order to find a way of describing the detailed

information SUfficiently. It is also necessaryto build

up a subroutine library for handling theseobjects.

It is necessaryto have special languages,in order to

support the processof describingobjects and to present

and describealgorithms for the manipUlation of these

object descriptions. In general, extensionsof the main

programming languages,such as PL/l, FORTRAN and ALGOL, are
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used. We ｨ｡ｾ･ to ､ ｩ ｳ ｴ ｩ ｮ ｧ ｵ ｩ ｳ ｾ between the ｬ ｡ ｮ ｲ ｵ ｡ ｾ ･ ｳ used
for constructingand enlarging the CAD system and those used

by the engineerin solving problems with the help of this

CAD system.

Special considerationhas to be paid to the pronlems of

information storage and retrieval. In such a larre integrated

system there is an extensivequantity 0f information to be

stored, ｲ ･ ｴ ｲ ｩ ｾ ｶ ･ ､ and distribute1 to differently located

places.

The use of a general data base for the whole system_will

help to integrate ｴ ｨ ｾ system. There are data complexesuse1

only in one part of the process,e.r,. patents in the design
process,but there ｡ ｾ ･ also data complexeswhich are used to
connect different parts of the process, ･ Ｎ ｾ Ｎ the drawing,

which is an output of the design processand input of the

production process. This kind of data has to be ｡ ｣ ｣ ･ ｳ ｾ ｩ ｢ ｬ ･

to more than one process. This accesswill usually be done

by different terminals at different times.

3.3.3 Man-Machine Relations

A main property of such an integratedsystem is the

man-machinerelationship in the solution of practical problems.
This type of work produces some additional demands both on

the hardware and on the supportineprogrammingsystems. The

organizationof the work, the division of ｴ ｨ ｾ work, and the
cooperationbetweendifferent teams will be influenced by

this kind of man-machinerelationship.

In particular, problems arising from the division of
I

work betweenman and computer should be investigated. These

are mainly problems of information ･ ｸ ｣ ｨ ｡ ｮ ｾ ･ Ｎ The computer

indicates the position reachedin the ｰ ｾ ｯ ｣ ･ ｳ ｳ of problem

solution, man estimatesthe results, decides on how to

proceedand sends this information back to the machine.

Also in this field the graphical representationof a

situation has a special significance; we can control further
processby manipulatingthe graphical representation.
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The application of such a CAD system in industrial systems

has to be done in such a manner that the user is able to work
without having special training in computer techniques. There-
fore, we have to elaboratea command languageadaptedto his
way of solving problems in this field. The system will be

controlled by the use of this command language.

In the whole field of industrial processesthere will be
many versions of this command language,e.g. for design,
technology, planning and control, and also within the different
industrial branches,e.g. civil engineering,machine building,
metallurgy, electronic engineering,etc. But all these
versions must have a common base.

4. Recommendationsfor Future Work at IIASA

. Computer-aidedtechniquescan be consideredas a general
method for solving problems in industrial systems. This
method should be utilized in desir.n processp.sas well as in
planninr" production and control processes. The utilization
of this method in different processeswould lead to an
integration of these processes.

According to principles of IIA3A, namely wide utiliza-
tion of the results of research,it is propose1to ･ ｮ ｬ ｾ ｲ ｾ ･

the investigationsin the field of CAD (Computer-Aided ｄ ｾ ｳ ｩ ｾ ｮ Ｉ
to all processesrelevant to industrial systems.

The integration in industrial systems requires a unified
way of thinking, e.g. unified techniquesand technolor-ies
in computer application.

The aim of this investigationshould he to support the
integration of industrial processesby application of CAD as
a unified method.

The main aspectsof the work should be:

(1) Establishmentof the ｾ ･ ｮ ･ ｲ ｡ ｬ schematicRof integrated
systems of different industrial areas,keeping in view
the modules of which they are composedand the mode in
which these are interlinked.
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(2) Investigation into the interrelation between

industrial processes(design process,planning

process,control process,production process),

problem ｳ ｯ ｬ ｶ ｩ ｮ ｾ techniquesused in these pro-

cessesand the required computer techniques.

(3) ｉ ｮ ｶ ･ ｳ ｴ ｩ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ into the common features Rnd

peculiarities in ､ ･ ｾ ｩ ｾ ｮ ｰ ｲ ｯ ｾ ･ ｳ ｳ ･ ｮ Ｌ planninr,
processes,control processesand production

processesin selectedbranchesof industry, ｾ Ｎ ｧ Ｎ

machine building, ｭ ･ ｴ ｡ ｬ ｬ ｵ ｲ ｾ ｹ Ｌ electronic enr.i-
neerine.

(4) Elaboration of uni fied ｣ ｯ ｭ ｰ ｵ ｴ ･ ｲ Ｍ ｡ ｩ ､ Ｈ ｾ ､ techni'1ues
suitable as a basis for the creation of inte-
grated industrial ｳ ｹ ｳ ｴ ･ ｭ ｾ Ｎ

In ｡ ｣ ｣ ｯ ｲ ､ ｡ ｮ ｾ ･ with the ｰ ｬ ｡ ｮ ｮ ｩ ｮ ｾ ｭ ･ ･ ｴ ｩ ｮ ｾ ｾ nf the ITS Group

of IIASA rl] to 151 the investivations ｳ ｨ ｯ ｵ ｬ ｾ ｨ ｾ startedin
the followinr- ｨ ｲ ｡ ｮ ｣ ｨ ･ ｾ of industry:

Processesin the metallurgical ind113trv Ｈ ｳ ｴ ･ ｦ Ｚ ｾ I-m;::).kinp:

fRctories) ;

Processesof machine buildine- ｏ ｾ Ｚ ｬ ｳ ｣ ｨ ｩ ｮ ･ ｮ ｨ ｡ ｵ Ｉ ［

Procesciesin the ｣ ｨ ･ ｭ ｩ ｣ ｾ ｬ industry.

Primarily IIASA should play the role of an initiator, i.e.
ｦ ｩ ｮ ､ ｩ ｮ ｾ out new problems which are of interest to many

countries and which have to be solved for the improvement

of industrial processes. Becauseof IIASA's limited capacity,

the majority of the problems picked up should be handedover

to institutions in the NMOs for solution in more detail.
Particular problems should be worked out by IIA3A members

themselves,possibly supportedby their national institutes.

Based on these investigations,a certain part of the work in

IIASA should be to produce guidelines for the design and

implementationof integratedindustrial systems.
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Some aspectsof the investigationsrecommendedto be

carried out in the field of industrial systems could also

be of interest to other IIASA projects, ･ Ｎ ｾ Ｎ Energy Project.

Water Project and Large ｏ ｲ ｾ ｡ ｮ ｩ ｺ ｡ ｴ ｾ ｯ ｮ ｳ Project. because
planning and control processesalso have to he solved in

the generationand distribution of ･ ｮ ･ ｲ ｾ ｹ Ｌ in the allocation

of water resourcesor in the ｯ ｰ ｴ ｩ ｭ ｩ ｺ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｾ ｮ of large

orga.nizationalsystems. The methods used for solving

these problems are very similar to those used for

optimizing industrial systems. In all these areas the
same computer techniquesshould be applied. Therefore.
ｾ ｬ ｯ ｳ ･ cooperationwith the other IIASA projects seems to

be useful and necessary. As to the methods to be
developed for solving problems in industrial systems,

support from the Methodology Group would be desirable.
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